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“Walkers are 'practitioners of the city,' for
the city is made to be walked. A city is a
language, a repository of possibilities,
and walking is the act of speaking that
language, of selecting from those
possibilities. Just as language limits what
can be said, architecture limits where one
can walk, but the walker invents other
ways to go.”
Rebecca Solnit, Wanderlust: A History of Walking

© integralMENTORS

This document is not about clicking
our links and following our path of
discovery but about engaging and
searching your own path in
collaboration with us and others and
developing pathways for our
combined action.
“How might we”
to quote Sid Parnes

Each of these 7 volumes adds to our search & understanding of
the field and are best used as a whole. www.integralmentors.org

Foreword

www.integralmentors.org

“A city is more than a place in
space, it is a drama in time”
Patrick Geddes
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Preface
This book is one in a series of presentations for the use of Integral theory
or an Integral meta-framework in understanding cities and urban design.
Although each can stand alone, taken together they give a more
rounded appreciation of how this broader framework can help in the
analysis and design of thriveable urban environments.
Key to an Integral approach to urban design is the notion that although
other aspects of urban life are important, people (sentient beings), as
individuals and communities, are the primary ‘purpose’ for making cities
thriveable. All other aspects (technology, transport & infrastructure,
health, education, sustainability, economic development, etc.) although
playing a major part, are secondary.

Urban Hub 7 : Visions & WorldViews 3 – Thriveable Cities is the third
volume of a live document ‘Visions & WorldViews’. The pdf and hardcopy
versions will be up dated periodically.
Pdf versions are available at https://issuu.com/paulvanschaik

Hardcopies and Kindle versions of Urban HUB 1 to 7 are available from
Amazon
www.integralmentors.org

The Good City
Never have so many given up so much for so few to
live the good life
8 people or families own half the worlds wealth!
(iM)

The culture of the city is what makes us
different. If we are confident about our
culture, if we understand our culture,
then that is the foundation of our
innovation and creativity.
- Ada Wong, CE Hong Kong institute of contemporary culture

In the desire to be collaborative, don’t forget
leadership. Don’t be embarrassed to lead.
There are too many efforts where it’s all about
‘getting everyone to the table.’ Everyone goes
away feeling good, but no one’s doing
anything.
Frank Beal

To build a dynamic city you need
everyone from different walks of life,
different strata of society to come
together and build something
interesting. It needs to be progressive,
dynamic, and definitely needs to be
united in its vision. You need to reach
that diversity of different ideas, but there
needs to be a central idea that everyone
can walk towards as well.
- Jackson Tan, co-founder of black design & phunk studio

Context
“There are some people who live in a dream world, and there are some who face reality; and then there are
those who turn one into the other.”
Douglas H. Everett

Urban Hub
Introduction

Introduction
What is this book (from UH5)
Integral theory is genuinely post-postmodern
or trans-modern, vastly inclusive yet
disciplined, so combining richness with rigour,
breadth with depth, and giving equal value to
the subjective and objective while also
grounded in empirical evidence. It guides
studies in various fields, providing a
conceptual framework that stimulates new
insights by highlighting neglected areas of
investigation and unexplored relationships.
Integral Theory provides a framework for
understanding the evolving complexification
of values, worldviews, behaviour, culture and
systems. That is; subjective and objective
worlds as well as intersubjective and
interobjective worlds.
Simplistically put:
Consciousness and Cultures of interior
subjective worlds and Capacities and
Creations of exterior objective worlds. All
based on ‘scientific’ studies appropriate to
each domain.
www.integralmentors.org

Introduction
Walking in the world not talking of the world

How to use this book

No one vision is sufficient in and of itself – visions
can guide but only by collaborative action in a
creative generative process can visions grow and
become part of an ongoing positive sociocultural
reality.

A taste of many visions in our world.

Without taking into account the many worldviews
that currently co-exist and crafting ways of
including them in a positive and healthy form we
will continue to alienate vast sections of all
communities and humankind.
It is through the growing healthy versions of all the
different worldviews that we can attempt to move
towards an equitable, regenerative and caring
world.
Through action we will move forward – through
only ongoing talk we will stagnate and fail.

Visions both positive - utopian, and negative - dystopian. Each
claiming to be true and enfolding all the others
But in reality they are ‘true’ but partial – and some more ‘true’
than others. Each ‘shallower’ truth transcended but the best is
included in the next ‘deeper’ or broader truth
It’s how we use them together and in collaboration that will
define how successful we are. It is the morphogenetic pull of
caring that will determine how we succeed as a human race. It is
the ability to generate an equitable, fair, resilient and
regenerative ‘system’ that must drive us forward.
The means will be a combination of many of the ideas
showcased here but many more still to be discovered on our
exciting journey into the future. Held together through a
syngeneic Integral Mythological Pluralism

These curation are to be dipped into – explored
and used to generate ideas and discussion.

Too little courage and we will fail – too much certainty and we will fail.
But with care and collaboration we have a chance of success.
Bringing forth emergent impact through innovation, syngeneic
enfoldment & collaborative effort.

A catalyst for collaboration and action.

And a deeper understanding of a broader framework will be required
– that is, a more integral vision.

And most importantly grown, modified in a
generative form.

Explore and enjoy – use as many of the ideas as possible, enfolding
each into an emergent whole that grows generatively.

This is a living document - any suggestions for inclusion
in the next volume send to: info@integralmentors.org

At each step testing – reformulating – regrouping – recreating.
Moving beyond, participating, thro’ stake-holding, thro’ shareholding, to becoming a thrive-holder.
www.integralmentors.org
www.integralmentors.org

A Broader View
The chief function of the city is to convert power into form, energy into culture, dead matter into the living symbols of art,
biological reproduction into social creativity.
Lewis Mumford

Urban Hub
A Broader View

An Integral View
Subjects do not perceive worlds but enact them. Different states
of subjects bring forth different worlds.
….. meaning that a subject might be at a
particular wave of consciousness, in a
particular stream of consciousness, in a
particular state of consciousness, in one
quadrant or another.
That means that the phenomena brought
forth by various types of human inquiry
will be different depending on the
quadrants, levels, lines, states, and types
of the subjects bringing forth the
phenomena.
A subject at one wave of consciousness
will not enact and bring forth the same
worldspace as a subject at another wave;
and similarly with quadrants, streams,
states, and types (as we will see in more
detail).
Subjects do not perceive worlds but enact them. Different states of subjects bring forth different worlds.

An Integral View
What can be said about a more integral model of human possibilities? Before talking
about the application of an integral vision — in education, politics, business, health
care, and so on — there needs to be some general notion of what it is that is to be
applied in the first place. Moving from pluralistic relativism to universal integralism,
what kind of map might be found?
A more integral cartography might include:
•

multiple waves of existence, spanning the entire
spectrum of consciousness, subconscious to selfconscious to super-conscious.

•

numerous different streams, modules, or lines of
development, including cognitive, moral, spiritual,
aesthetic, somatic, imaginative, interpersonal, etc.

• multiple states of consciousness, including waking,
dreaming, sleeping, altered, non-ordinary, and
meditative.
• numerous different types of consciousness, including
gender types, personality types (enneagram, MyersBriggs, Jungian), and so on.
•

multiple brain states and organic factors.
Subjects do not perceive worlds but enact them. Different states of subjects bring forth different worlds. © integralMENTORS

An Integral View
A more integral cartography might also include:
• Cultural factors
the extraordinarily important impact of numerous
cultural factors, including the rich textures of
diverse cultural realities, background contexts,
pluralistic perceptions, linguistic semantics, and so
on, none of which should be unwarrantedly
marginalized, all of which should be included and
integrated in a broad web of integral-aperspectival
tapestries (and, just as important, a truly "integral
transformative practice" would give considerable
weight to the importance of relationships,
community, culture, and intersubjective factors in
general, not as merely a realm of application of
spiritual insight, but as a mode of spiritual
transformation).
• Social system
the massively influential forces of the social system,
at all levels (from nature to human structures,
including the all-important impact of nonhuman
social systems, from Gaia to ecosystems).
Subjects do not perceive worlds but enact them. Different states of subjects bring forth different worlds.

An Integral View
A more integral cartography might also include:
• the importance of the self as the navigator of

the great River of Life should not be
overlooked. It appears that the self is not a
monolithic entity but rather a society of
selves with a centre of gravity, which acts to
bind the multiple waves, states, streams, and
realms into something of a unified
organization;
the
disruption
of
this
organization, at any of its general stages, can
result in pathology.

Such are a few of the multiple factors that
a richly holistic view of the Kosmos might
wish to include. At the very least, any
model that does not coherently include
all of those items is not a very integral
model.
Ken Wilber

www.kenwilber.com

A Broader Framework
Integral View
The word integral means:
• comprehensive,
• inclusive,
• non-marginalizing,
• embracing.
Integral approaches to any field attempt
to be exactly that - to include as many:
• perspectives,
• styles, and
• methodologies
as possible within a coherent view of the
topic.
In a certain sense, integral approaches
are “meta-paradigms,” or ways to draw
together an already existing number of
separate paradigms into an interrelated
network of approaches that are mutually
enriching. – Ken Wilber
Subjects do not perceive worlds but enact them. Different states of subjects bring forth different worlds.

The Process of Learning:
The main reason that learning is as slow as it is, is
that learning means giving up ideas, habits, and
values.
Some of the old "learning" that has to be given
up or "unlearned" was useful in the past, and is
still useful to some of the people in the society.
Some of the things that people have to unlearn
are traditions that are dear to them, and that may
be part of their character development.
Max Singer

The Good City
Forget the damned motor car and built cities for lovers and friends.
Lewis Mumford

Urban Hub
Thriving People
The Good City

Folding Back the Future
"It is not that we aren’t doing anything in
our organisations to influence our future.
We are. We do what everybody does. We
know that our actions have implications
for the future and we act accordingly. But
what we fail to do is fold our future back
into our present with any real creativity or
power in the course of our day-to-day
activities - and day-to-day activities are
where the future occurs."
"Our future emerges from the interplay
of today’s actions. Enough of the ‘right’
actions and we will survive and prosper.
Too many of the ‘wrong’ ones and we will
disappear. Enough of a fuzzy mixture and
we will take a little longer to disappear,
with a few of us waking up to discover
what path we are on and working out a
recovery." Mike McMasters

“The future is already here but not
everyone knows it, or is prepared to
acknowledge it”
Hopefully with the help of global
knowledge sharing platforms the
majority of the methodology
development activity going forward
will no longer be taking place in
siloed isolation but rather in the
context of what is, on the various
frontiers, already known. :-)
GK VanPatter - Co-Founder, HUMANTIFIC

The Good City
Living in cities is an art, and we
need the vocabulary of art, of
style, to describe the peculiar
relationship between man and
material that exists in the
continual creative play of
urban living. The city as we
imagine it, then, soft city of
illusion, myth, aspiration, and
nightmare, is as real, maybe
more real, than the hard city
one can locate on maps in
statistics, in monographs on
urban sociology and
demography and architecture.
Jonathan Raban, Soft City

The Good City
The Good City : Compact Cities
Today, by contrast, dirty industry is
disappearing
from
cities
of
the
manufacturing, virtually clean power
generation and public transport systems,
and advanced sewerage and waste systems,
the dense city model need not be seen as a
health hazard.
This means we can reconsider the social
advantages of proximity, rediscover the
advantages of living in each other's
company.
Beyond social opportunity the 'dense city'
model can bring major ecological benefits.
Dense cities can through integrated
planning be designed to increase energyefficiency, consume fewer resources,
produce less pollution and avoid sprawling
over the countryside.
It is for these reasons that I believe we
should be investing in the idea of a
'Compact City - a dense and socially diverse
city where economic and social activities
overlap and where communities are
focused around neighbourhoods.
Richard Rogers, ‘Cities for a Small Planet’

The Good City
The Good City
The concept of the sustainable city recognises that the city needs to
meet our social, environmental, political and cultural objectives as
well as our economic and physical ones. It is a dynamic organism as
complex as the society itself and responsive enough to react swiftly
to its changes The sustainable city is a city of many facets:
- A Just City, where justice, food, shelter, education, health and
hope are fairly distributed and where all people participate in
government;
- A Beautiful City, where art, architecture and landscape spark the
imagination and move the spirit;
- A Creative City, where open mindedness and experimentation
mobilises the full potential of its human resources and allows a fast
response to change;
- An Ecological City, which minimises its ecological impact, where
landscape and built form are balanced and where buildings and
infrastructures are safe and resource-efficient;
- A City of Easy Contact and Mobility, where information is
exchanged both face-to-face and electronically;
- A Compact and Polycentric City, which protects the countryside.
focuses and integrates communities within neighbourhoods and
maximises proximity;
- A Diverse City, where a broad range of overlapping activities
create animation, inspiration and foster a vital public life.
Richard Rogers, ‘Cities for a Small Planet’

The Good City
Eco-Cities : What, Why & Where
An eco-city is a city built from the principles of living within environment means. The ultimate goal of many
eco-cities is to eliminate all carbon waste (zero-carbon city), to produce energy entirely through renewable
resources, and to merge the city harmoniously with the natural environment .
However, eco-cities also have the intentions of stimulating economic growth, reducing poverty, using
higher population densities, and therefore obtaining higher efficiency, and improving health. From Wikipedia
“Eco-city” is an aspirational label. But in the modern world, that has more than one interpretation. For the “true believers” in the
idea of making cities that are both measurably and poetically in balance with nature, it encapsulates an enormous amount of
meaning and, for them, merely stating the idea of an eco-city implies an agenda for society, culture, economics, and
government with a vision and intention for action that stretches indefinitely into the future. For the less committed, it is simply a
cynical branding exercise.

Paolo Soleri’s “Arcologies” were the first detailed propositions for a
new kind of city that has greatly informed the development of the
ecocity idea, particularly in its insistence on compact built form and
exclusion of motor vehicles. With distinct physical boundaries,
arcologies were designed to have (at least notionally) a minimal
impact on wild nature. Image: Soleri Archives

www.thenatureofcities.com/2017/03/05/seven-things-need-know-ecocities/

The Good City
City Development
‘it is ironic that we know
more about the habitat of
mountain gorillas than we
do about the [urban]
habitat of people’.
We
have
programmes
for
Smart Cities, Green Cities,
Healthy Cities or Cities of
Culture, hi-tech or low
carbon cities. But people
are rarely centre-stage.’
The Danish urbanist, Jan Gehl
noted acerbically

The creative articulation
of space is the most
prominent aspect of urban
design. The following
artistic principles are an
integral part of creating
form and spatial definition:
order
balance
scale
symmetry
contrast
detail
harmony

unity
proportion
hierarchy
rhythm
context
texture
beauty

5 Serious Problems We Must
Solve Quickly [physical]
- Failing economy and rising
job losses
- Global warming and climate
change
- Peak oil and energy security
- Crumbling infrastructure
- Mobility crisis nationwide
Regional Planning deals with
these issues together as one
single interrelated system:
Sprawl
Smart Growth
Transportation Planning
Transit Oriented Development
Urban Planning
Town Planning
Environmental Planning
http://www.urbandesign.org/

The Good City
City : Good Density
Context based density
Perhaps cities with good
densities
are
not
necessarily high-density or
low-density, but are ones in
which more people with a
vested interest in the
welfare of the urban fabric
and urban experience have
the opportunity to make or
influence decisions.
These people also need to
be able to make and
influence decisions early
on and often in the process
of designing, developing
and maintaining their cities
so that innovative and
integrative ideas around
good density in cities are
taken on board and are
contextually appropriate.

www.theguardian.com/housing-network/2014/jul/29/cities-density-building

The Good City
City : Bad Density – over crowding

"Wěndìng fánróng" (stability and prosperity): The
organising principles for Hong Kong's official identity
under Chinese rule.
"But while there, I could not stop thinking that there is
a missing subtext: complexity and contradiction"
says Mariana Bisti, a London-based photographer
and architect who spent 10 weeks in HK as an artistin-residence.
With her drone, she captured the unique urban
formations and landscapes that constitute Hong
Kong: "one of the most attractive and mesmerising
dystopias on earth".
www.marianabisti.com

Education
The secret message communicated to most young people today by the society around them is that they are not needed, that
the society will run itself quite nicely until they - at some distant point in the future - will take over the reigns. Yet the fact is that
the society is not running itself nicely... because the rest of us need all the energy, brains, imagination and talent that young
people can bring to bear down on our difficulties. For society to attempt to solve its desperate problems without the full
participation of even very young people is imbecile.
Alvin Toffler

Urban Hub
Thriving People
Education - Not a Lesson but Life
Curator: Alan Dean

Thriving People
EDUCATION : Balanced Curriculum Model - Floris Koot
These models started out from three basic
convictions:
1. Education needs to acknowledge that each
student has unique talents, quite possibly
outside the scope of (current) school.
2. In almost every behavior lie gifts or
possibilities enclosed that may, when well
placed and or well developed, benefit society.
3. Education that doesn’t stimulate its students
to be part of the global solutions we need,
harms our collective and their individual future.

Balancing ‘Outside In’ learning with
‘Inside Out’ learning.

How to see if your school looks at the whole
student, and not just feeds knowledge.
Why We Need More Inside Out Education!
The main current emphasis on outside in, is damaging for students and society as a whole. Talents that don’t fit
the frame, are still talents. They are the ones that bring change and innovation. Suppressing individual talents
is diminishing students self worth, their capabilities, and their value for society as a whole. Not seeking how to
make such talents shine is therefore also theft of society as a whole and thus bad education. Please start
addressing the whole spectrum. Look for those all around the world that have developed approaches for this.
www.medium.com/the-gentle-revolution/three-new-models-to-boost-education-bc3a1437d3b2

Thriving People
EDUCATION : Integral Education Model & Basic Human Growth Model
An integral approach to education and
personal development.
In my practice I often teach all those aspects not
offered in traditional education. It’s not a miracle to
guess that many trainings within companies are all
about these aspects. Many employees and managers
have very limited grasps of one or more of these
aspects: what it means to be human, to be creative,
to be intuitive, to know what they themselves want,
showing courage, listening to ethics, being empathic.
Many are lacking emotional and spiritual intelligence.
However much money is made, this is global poverty.

A Basic Human Growth Model
The four corners of personal development.
This is a very simple model. Young people should
develop themselves in all these four directions to
help them become well developed humans, capable
to add and understand what they can offer to their
society. The previous model showed all aspects
needed to develop this. This model is more help for
the students to check their own progress.
www.medium.com/the-gentle-revolution/three-new-models-to-boost-education-bc3a1437d3b2

Thriving People
Neuro Network Australia Is Setting a New Trend in Education
The Neuro Programs are based on the Human Evolutionary Matrix (HEM), developed by Neuro Network, which highlights the
human journey in its various categories - phylogeny, ontogeny, physical, intellectual, emotional, civilizational and cultural.
‘Edu-cate’ in Latin means – to ‘draw out’
Ken Wilbur "Humanity is flying way under its full potential simply because we do not educate for the whole or complete human
being. We educate for just a small part, a slice, a fragment of just what's possible for us...”
The Neuro Programs are based on the premises that: All children are intelligent and have a natural love and thirst for learning.
“To learn effectively children must have well-developed sensory motor processes. Reading, speaking and writing are seen as ‘the
basics’ when they are in fact extremely complex neurological tasks requiring the senses, muscles, nerves and the brain to all work
together.”
Neuro Programs emphasise the importance of well-developed, balanced sensory motor integration

Early childhood development is ‘an orderly, predictable, inter-related, inter-weaving sequence of development that results in a
capacity for learning’
www.neuro-network.org

Thriving People
Neuro Network Australia Is Setting a New Trend in Education
Neuro Programs have been delivered in schools to achieve the
following:
Enhancing critical ages and stages in early brain development to
create sound foundations for learning, intellectual, physical and
social skills for each child
Addressing the root causes within each individual for the various
challenges or ‘symptoms’ they display which are interfering with
physical, social, behaviour and intellectual performance
Enhancing the critical stages a posteriori, regardless of the various
challenges or ‘symptoms’ they display, which are interfering with
classroom performance and academic outcomes
Physical and mental activities, that are easy to implement
The Neuro Program emerged from the following principles:
All human beings are born with an “old brain” and a “new brain”
The “old brain” took a few million years to evolve
The “new brain” has been around for about 100,000 years
The old brain is the foundation that enables the new brain (our
‘thinking and learning’ brain) to function at our optimum potential
The Neuro Program and a Computer Analogy:
The old brain is like the hard drive and needs to be in the highest
working order
The new brain or cortical brain is like the ‘software or our thinking
brain that runs on the hardware
If the hardware is dysfunctional, the software will not deliver its
fullest potential and excellence
Neuro programs focus on developing the brain’s ‘hardware’

Developmental Ages and Stages:
Understanding the Foundations for Life
6 years

Cortex

3 years

new brain

1 year
7 months

Midbrain

2.5 mths

Cerebellum

or
brain stem

Pons
Medula

Birth

Developmental
Journey

old brain

Spinal cord

The Neuro Iceberg
CONSCIOUS BRAIN
Cor$cal Cogni$ve Func$ons
Organiza$onal Skills
Mul$ple Intelligences
Leadership
4 Dimension Celebra/on of Human Poten/al
SUBCONSCIOUS
Apprecia1on of Meaningful Integra1on
Mammalian Brain
3 Dimension Depth Percep/on
Survival
Rep1lian Brain
Fright and ﬂight
Ins1ncts & Intui1on
2 Dimension Linear in Time and Space
Autonomic Systems
1 Dimension Existence

www.neuro-network.org

Thriving People
The Human Evolutionary Matrix

www.neuro-network.org

Thriving People
EDUCATION : Open & Child-Centred
As we look around the world of
education there are so many
positive people trying to open the
minds of our young.
Can we pull together to put fun and
dreams back into education.
The tick box world is dying and new
models are emerging. Can you help
with the innovation and cultivation
of these.

Engagement In Action

Motivating tomorrows
adults today
Burning2Learn enables
free will in creativity, that
inspires change, that
motivates self-belief, that
builds confidence, that
empowers partnerships,
that challenges the status
quo, that delivers hope
and that has been built for
the sole purpose to
support the individual
which in turn supports the
local community."
Schools@burning2Learn.co.uk

Schools@burning2Learn.co.uk

Thriving People
EDUCATION : Open & Child-Centred
Sir Ken Robinson has suggested that to engage and succeed, education has to
develop on three fronts.
First, that it should foster diversity by offering a broad curriculum and encourage
individualisation of the learning process.
Second, it should foster curiosity through creative teaching, which depends on high
quality teacher training and development.
Third, it should focus on awakening creativity through alternative didactic processes
that put less emphasis on standardised testing, thereby giving the responsibility for
defining the course of education to individual schools and teachers.
Successful school administration is a matter of fostering a helpful climate rather than
"command and control”
Sir Ken Robinson Ted talk in 2006 has been watched by over
46million people. It is hard to understand why the education
process/model we loosely call education has not really
transformed to be more relevant to the 21st century.
The world is changing so fast that our systems are struggling, can
we support the creative ones who speak out. Help Burning2Learn
to tip the balance to create an ‘education’ system that is truly child
the centred. Make the box fit the child not the child fit the box.
Our World Day will spend 40 mins looking at the 17 UN
Sustainable Development Goals (SDG) sometimes called the
Global Goals.
schools@burning2learn.co.uk

www.ted.com/talks/ken_robinson_says_schools_kill_creativity

Thriving People
EDUCATION : Open & Child-Centred
Education: organisation: society: Toffler
.. to ignore the relationship between the educational
system of the future and the media system of the future
is to cheat the learners who will be formed by both.
Revolutionary new forms of education will be needed
that are not based on the old factory model.
Knowledge (which includes such things as imagination,
values, images, and motivation, along with formal
technical skills) is increasingly central to the economy.
Social justice and freedom both now increasingly
depend on how each society deals with three issues:
education; information technology (including the
media); and freedom of expression.
The proposition that Soles can provide intellectual
stimulus and encourage children to achieve more than we
previously thought possible is entirely reasonable. So are
the propositions that children can benefit from
collaborative learning and that banning internet use from
exams will get trickier, to the point where it may prove
futile. It’s worth remembering that new technologies nearly
always deliver less than we expect at first and far more
than we expect later on, often in unexpected ways.
www.theguardian.com/education/2016/jun/07/sugata-mitraprofessor-school-in-cloud

A high-choice system will have to replace a low-choice
system if schools are to prepare people for a decent life
in the new third wave society, let alone for economically
productive roles.
In the case of education, the re conceptualisation now
required is so profound, reaching so far beyond
questions of budgets, class size, teachers pay, and the
traditional conflicts over curriculum,......
Like the second wave TV networks, .... our mass
education systems are largely obsolete.
www.amazon.com/Third-Wave-Alvin-Toffler/dp/0553246984

www.burning2Learn.co.uk

Thriving People
EDUCATION :Active Listening
If we really do listen to what children and young people
have to say, we will see that they have interesting ideas and
add great value to finding solutions to problems. We must
move beyond seeing children and young people as
passive citizens, but rather as competent partners. UNICEF
demonstrates the reasons why children’s participation is
vital:
• Because…A child whose active engagement with the
world has been encouraged from the outset will be a
child with the competencies to develop through early
childhood, respond to educational opportunities and
move into adolescence with confidence, assertiveness
and the capacities to contribute to democratic dialogue
and practices within the home, school, community and
country.
• Because children have proved that when they are
involved, they can make a difference in the world around
them…
• Because… The values of democracy, such as respect for
the rights and dignity of all people, for their diversity and
their right to participate in the decisions that affect them,
are first and best learned in childhood.
Authentic, meaningful participation prepares children for
their stake in the future.
www.Unicef.org

Thriving People
EDUCATION : Matrix of Educational Evolution

www.presencing.com

Thriving People
Ecological Systems Theory
Ecological Systems Theory
How is a child's development affected by their social
relationships and the world around them? Ecological
systems theory provides one approach to answering
this question. The ecological systems theory was
developed by Urie Bronfenbrenner.
Bronfenbrenner
believed
that
a
person's
development was affected by everything in their
surrounding environment. He divided the person's
environment into five different levels: the
microsystem, the mesosystem, the exosystem, the
macrosystem, and the chronosystem.

www.en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ecological_systems_theory

Thriving People
Breaking Down Plutchik’s Wheel of Emotions
Primary: The eight sectors are designed to
indicate that there are eight primary emotion
dimensions. They are anger, anticipation, joy,
trust, fear, surprise, sadness and disgust.
Intensity:
The cone’s vertical dimension
represents intensity – emotions intensify as they
move from the outside to the center of the
wheel. For example, a feeling of boredom can
intensify to loathing if left unchecked. This is an
important rule about emotions to be aware of in
relationships: If left unchecked, emotions can
intensify. Herein lies the wisdom of enhancing
your emotional vocabulary: it’s the bedrock of
effectively navigating emotions.
Relations: Each circle sector has an opposite
emotion. The opposite of sadness is joy, and the
opposite of trust is disgust. Can you find the
opposite of anticipation? …
The emotions with no color represent an
emotion that is a mix of the 2 primary emotions.
For example, anticipation and joy combine to be
optimism. Joy and trust combine to be love.
Emotions are often complex, and being able to
recognize when a feeling is actually a
combination of two or more distinct feelings is a
helpful skill. That is a basic guide for interpreting
the emotion wheel created by psychologist
Robert Plutchik.

Robert Plutchik - Wheel of Emotions.

www.6seconds.org/2017/04/27/plutchiks-model-of-emotions/

Thriving People
Probabilistic Epigenesis
Probabilistic Epigenesis
Gilbert Gottlieb's Probabilistic Epigenesis
Probabilistic epigenesis is the view that the development
of an organism is dependent on the bidirectional
influences of interacting biological and environmental
forces that form a larger system.
His view attempts to encompass all of the factors
influencing development, how these factors interact with
one another and how this interaction shapes individual
development. He believed these influences occur over the
course of evolution as well as throughout an individual's
lifespan. Gottlieb describes four different interacting
dynamics:
behavior, neural activity, genetic activity and environment.

Genetic activity
Behaviour

Neural activity
Environment

www.study.com/academy/lesson/gottliebs-epigenetic-psychobiological-systems-perspective-concepts-definitions.html

Thriving People
Participation : Levels of participation

Based on -- Hart, Roger Children's Participation: From Tokenism to Citizenship, UNICEF: Florence (1992).

Wellbeing
The “synoptic attribute,” or metric, by which one might “determine whether any system in fact accomplishes
creative fitting” is “health.”
Ian McHarg 1976

Urban Hub
Thriving People
Wellbeing, Health & Happiness

Curator: Barbara van Schaik

The Bushmen in the Kalahari Desert talk about the two
"hungers". There is the Great Hunger and there is the Little
Hunger. The Little Hunger wants food for the belly; but the
Great Hunger, the greatest hunger of all, is the hunger for
meaning... There is ultimately only one thing that makes
human beings deeply and profoundly bitter, and that is to have
thrust upon them a life without meaning.
There is nothing wrong in searching for happiness. But of far
more comfort to the soul is something greater than happiness
or unhappiness, and that is meaning. Because meaning
transfigures all. Once what you are doing has for you meaning,
it is irrelevant whether you're happy or unhappy. You are
content - you are not alone in your Spirit - you belong.
Laurens van der Post

Thriving People
Wellbeing – Healthy Cities
Key features of a healthy city
• A clean, safe, high quality environment
(including
adequate
and
affordable
housing)
• A stable ecosystem
• A strong, mutually supportive, and nonexploitative community
• Much public participation in and control
over the decisions affecting life, health, and
wellbeing
• The provision of basic needs (food, water,
shelter, income, safety, work) for all people
• Access to a wide range of experiences and
resources, with the possibility of multiple
contacts, interaction, and communication
• A diverse, vital, and innovative economy
• Encouragement of connections with the
past, with the varied cultural and biological
heritage, and with other groups and
individuals
• A city form (design) that is compatible with
and enhances the preceding features of
behaviour
• An optimum level of appropriate public
health and care services accessible to all
• A high health status (both a high positive
health status and a low disease status)
www.scribd.com/document/282213136/Healthy-Cities-Lancet

Thriving People
Wellbeing – Healthy Cities
Key messages
• Cities are complex systems, so urban
health outcomes are dependent on
many interactions
• The
so-called
urban
advantage—
whereby urban populations are, on
average, at an advantage compared
with rural populations in terms of health
outcomes—has to be actively promoted
and maintained
• Inequalities in health outcomes should
be recognised at the urban scale
• A linear or cyclical planning approach
is insuﬃcient in conditions of complexity
• Urban planning for health needs should
focus on experimentation through
projects
• Dialogue between stakeholders is
needed, enabling them to assess and
critically analyse their working practices
and learn how to change their patterns
of decision making
www.scribd.com/document/282213136/Healthy-Cities-Lancet

Thriving People
Flow : Fostering Local Wellbeing
Flow : What’s The Theory?
FLOW was built upon three intersecting
elements that are seen as foundational to
supporting communities to develop and
harness their transformative capacity to
shape the future/s in which they want to live:
Re-connection to life support systems
(tapping into the essence of life):
re-connecting people with the natural and
human systems that keep them and their
communities alive, healthy and thriving.
Agency (mastering our own destiny):
supporting creativity in individuals so that they
may actively engage in crafting the kinds of
lives, communities and settlements in which
they wish to live.
Social cohesion (the ties that bind):
strengthening community bonds so that
people are tightly knitted to one another and
supportive of each other.

Flow :
Fostering
Local
Wellbeing

www.africaflow.org

Thriving People
Flow : Africa
On wellbeing
Ask the people of Kokstad, Piketberg and
goedverwacht what ‘wellbeing’ means, and this is
what they say.

Five Facets

It’s what happens when everyone is taken care
of, and has the basics they need in life, such as food,
water, and shelter. It’s when young people have good
education, and the hope of a job one day. It’s when
people look out for each other, and each person
knows someone’s ‘got their back’. It comes with being
in hearty health, both physically and mentally. When
their neighbourhood is free of crime and abuse, that’s
a well state to be in.
When people are free to explore ideas, express their
opinions, and make choices for themselves.
It happens in a community where there is fairness.
Where people feel safe to explore and express their
own selves, while respecting each other’s individuality.
It happens when each person has a sense that they
can provide for themselves. When a person has her
hand on the tiller of her life, and can steer her way
through the swells and troughs that come with the
inevitable storms in life, rather than being tossed back
and forth on heavy seas.
Wellbeing, in its fullness, is about a sense of
happiness, peace, and having a degree of control over
your life, they all agree.
www.africaflow.org

Thriving People
Wellbeing : Stress
Stress and the City
The findings suggest that stressed individuals feel
significantly better after exposure to nature scenes
rather than to urban scenes lacking nature elements.
Compared to the influences of the urban scenes, the
salient effect of the nature exposures was to increase
Positive Affect — including feelings of affection
friendliness, playfulness, and elation.
The increase in positive affect produced by the
nature scenes is consistent with the finding that the
nature exposures also significantly reduced Fear
Arousal.
According to psychological theories, a reduction in
arousal or activation produces pleasurable feelings if
an individual is experiencing stress or excessive
arousal. In contrast to the nature scenes, the urban
views tended to work against emotional well-being.
The major effect of the urban scenes was to
significantly increase Sadness.
There was also a consistent but non-significant
tendency for the urban scenes to-aggravate feelings
of Anger/Aggression, and for the nature scenes to
reduce such feelings.
www.tandfonline.com/doi/abs/10.1080/01426397908705892

Thriving People
Wellbeing : Mental Health
Cities have a direct and indirect effects on mental health
High-rise housing is inimical to the psychological well-being of women with young children. Poor-quality
housing appears to increase psychological distress, ….
Mental health of psychiatric patients has been linked to design elements that affect their ability to regulate
social interaction (e.g., furniture configuration, privacy).
Alzheimer’s patients adjust better to small-scale, homier facilities that also have lower levels of stimulation.
They are also better adjusted in buildings that accommodate physical wandering. Residential crowding, and
loud exterior noise sources (e.g., airports) elevate psychological distress but do not produce serious mental
illness.
Malodorous air pollutants heighten negative affect, and some toxins (e.g., lead, solvents) cause behavioral
disturbances (e.g., self-regulatory ability, aggression).
Insufficient daylight is reliably associated with increased depressive symptoms.

www.link.springer.com/article/10.1093/jurban/jtg063

Thriving People
Wellbeing

Dancing with systems
“We can’t control systems
or figure them out. But we
can dance with them”
Donella Meadows

About the author - Cohere is
a social and environmental
innovation agency located in
Melbourne, Australia. Visit at
cohere.com.au.
Report by Ash Buchanan.

cohere.com.au

Thriving People
PERMA-theory - Seligmann: positive psychology
Positive emotions

include a wide range of feelings, not just happiness
and joy. Included are emotions like excitement, satisfaction, pride and awe,
amongst others. These emotions are frequently seen as connected to positive
outcomes, such as longer life and healthier social relationships.

Engagement

refers to involvement in activities that draws and builds upon
one's interests. Mihaly Csikszentmihalyi explains true engagement as flow, a
feeling of intensity that leads to a sense of ecstasy and clarity. The task being
done needs to call upon higher skill and be a bit difficult and challenging yet
still possible. Engagement involves passion for and concentration on the task
at hand and is assessed subjectively as to whether the person engaged was
completely absorbed, losing self-consciousness.

Relationships

are all important in fueling positive emotions, whether they
are work-related, familial, romantic, or platonic. As Dr. Christopher
Peterson puts it simply, "Other people matter." Humans receive, share, and
spread positivity to others through relationships. They are important not only
in bad times, but good times as well. In fact, relationships can be strengthened
by reacting to one another positively. It is typical that most positive things take
place in the presence of other people.

Meaning

is also known as purpose, and prompts the question of "why".
Discovering and figuring out a clear "why" puts everything into context from
work to relationships to other parts of life. Finding meaning is learning that
there is something greater than one's self. Despite potential challenges,
working with meaning drives people to continue striving for a desirable goal.

Accomplishments

are the pursuit of success and mastery. Unlike the
other parts of PERMA, they are sometimes pursued even when
accomplishments do not result in positive emotions, meaning, or relationships.
That being noted, accomplishments can activate the other elements of PERMA,
such as pride, under positive emotion. Accomplishments can be individual or
community-based, fun- or work-based.

www.livingmeanings.com/martin-seligman-and-his-two-theories-of-happiness/

Thriving People
Six-factor Model of Psychological Well-being : Ryff Scale
The Ryff Scale of Measurement is a psychometric inventory consisting of
two forms (either 54 or 84 items) in which respondents rate statements
on a scale of 1 to 6, where 1 indicates strong disagreement and 6
indicates strong agreement. The Ryff Scale is based on six factors.

Autonomy:

High scores indicate that the respondent is independent and
regulates his or her behavior independent of social pressures. An example
statement for this criterion is “I have confidence in my opinions, even if they are
contrary to the general consensus”.
Environmental Mastery: High scores indicate that the respondent
makes effective use of opportunities and has a sense of mastery in managing
environmental factors and activities, including managing everyday affairs and
creating situations to benefit personal needs. An example statement for this
criterion is “In general, I feel I am in charge of the situation in which I live”.
Personal Growth: High scores indicate that the respondent continues to
develop, is welcoming to new experiences, and recognizes improvement in
behavior and self over time. An example statement for this criterion is “I think it
is important to have new experiences that challenge how you think about
yourself and the world”.
Positive Relations with Others: High scores reflect the respondent’s
engagement in meaningful relationships with others that include reciprocal
empathy, intimacy, and affection. An example statement for this criterion is
“People would describe me as a giving person, willing to share my time with
others”.
Purpose in Life: High scores reflect the respondent’s strong goal
orientation and conviction that life holds meaning. An example statement for
this criterion is “Some people wander aimlessly through life, but I am not one of
them”.
Self-Acceptance: High scores reflect the respondent’s positive attitude
about his or her self. An example statement for this criterion is “I like most
aspects of my personality”

www.livingmeanings.com/six-criteria-well-ryffs-multidimensional-model/

Thriving People
Wellbeing: Food Policy Priorities and Implementation
A People’s Food Policy
Our vision is of a food system where
everybody, regardless of income, status or
background, has secure access to enough
good food at all times, without compromising
on the wellbeing of people, the health of the
environment and the ability of future
generations to provide for themselves.
In this vision, food is nutritious, healthy, good
quality, local, culturally appropriate, fresh and
sustainably produced.
In this vision we have the power to shape the
decisions that affect our lives, shape the way
our food system functions, and put in place
the policies and practices we need to build a
fair food system for all.

www.peoplesfoodpolicy.org

Thriving People
Wellbeing: City Farm and Community Gardens
Communities Living Sustainably
Local communities are being encouraged to have a ‘DIY summer’ future-proofing their local area and
promoting the social, economic and environmental benefits of adopting a more sustainable lifestyle.
The advice is contained in a series of reports and how to guides published by a 'Learning Partnership' of five
organisations, including the Federation of City Farms and Community Gardens and Groundwork, on the back
of the Communities Living Sustainably (CLS) programme funded by the National Lottery.
It is hoped the advice will demonstrate that living and working in a greener way can help people cope better
with the challenges of reduced public spending and deliver wide ranging benefits in terms of health,
wellbeing and financial security.
The original programme, ‘Communities Living Sustainably’ (CLS) followed 12 communities as they tested a
range of activities designed to bring residents together to tackle social issues by promoting for
environmentally responsible behaviours with project themes varying from gardens, to food growing, to
renewable energy and tackling fuel poverty. 25/07/17

www.farmgarden.org.uk/news/communities-encouraged-go-diy-making-their-neighbourhoods-more-sustainable

Thriving People
Wellbeing: Roof Gardens, Vertical Farms, and Green walls

The need for real participation in all aspects needs to be included

Thriving People

Wellbeing : Aspects of Design

Thriving People
Wellbeing : The Nature of Life

No one body or mind is the same, no one lifestyle or
pattern of behaviour is suitable for every body, no
one diet applicable for all. The ideal state is a body
in BALANCE
THE NATURE OF LIFE is a new interpretation of the traditional
teachings of Tibetan Medicine for today’s lifestyles
Tibetan Medicine rests on the 3-Humoural Theory - Earth, Fire and Air - which
governs each of us. Here the subject has been updated and expanded in a way
which makes it more accessible and in order to discover to which Nature (or Humour)
the reader belongs, there is a Quiz.
The basis of Tibetan Medicine is the 3-way approach of Diet, Lifestyle and Behaviour.
Such advice was traditionally given along with the physical medicine of powders and
pills. Along with these, new chapters covering such subjects as Personality,
Appearance, General Health, Best/Worst Environment, Treatments and Therapies,
plus Interiors/Room Scenting for each Nature have been developed based on the
Author’s extensive study and research of the subject.
There is a list of European medicinal herbs, which best approximate those used in
Tibetan Medicine and are widely available.
www.amazon.co.uk/Nature-Life-approach-Wellbeing-interpretation/dp/1512366064

Thriving People
Wellbeing – Air Nature
Air Nature: Creative Spirit
Key words: The ‘Taste’ of the Air Nature is Bitter (Cool)
Constitution: Light, Cool, Dry
The Air Nature Characteristics:
Healthy: Creative, imaginative, seeking justice, idealistic, forthright,
strong/weak, adventurous, seeker of wisdom and truth. Bright ideas.
Hardworking. Changing moods - hard/soft, quick/slow, gregarious/
solitary.
Unhealthy: Prone to stress, anxiety, over-analysis, melancholy and to
attachment and envy.
The Light quality of the Air Nature needs grounding.
A Place to Live: Shelter and Solidity. The Air Nature looks for
stability, comfort in shelter, space from other people, ability to shut
away but also open up when desired. People around when needed,
but also need space to be alone and rejuvenate, and to regroup.
Physical Environment: The city is too busy and frenetic for the Air
Nature. High-rise living should be avoided, the Air Nature needs
grounding. If living in an apartment, then a balcony is important to give
access to fresh air and provide a green, living environment. Living
close to the earth - a ground-floor apartment/house with garden.
Location: Access to green spaces and fresh air are a strong need.
Privacy but not isolation is desirable for the Air Nature, so a busy town,
but not a frenetic one, near larger city and also the countryside.
Climate: Air Nature needs warmth as Air Nature is Cool, Air Nature
also needs Space. Air Nature is dry, so warm and humid but not Hot
climates are best.
For detail on the 3 Natures and much more see - www.amazon.co.uk/Nature-Life-approach-Wellbeing-interpretation/dp/1512366064

Thriving People
Wellbeing – Fire Nature
Fire Nature: Powerhouse/Fierce Spirit
Key Words: The ‘Taste’ of the Fire Nature is Sour/Pungent (Warm/Hot)
Constitution: Light, Hot, Purging, Moist
The Fire Nature Characteristics:
Healthy: Quick-thinking, ambitious, competitive.
courageous. Seeks success and recognition.

Strong

and

Unhealthy: Anger, Grudge-holding, judgmental, quick temper,
impatient. Can lack compassion. Anger, Judgment, Pride.
The Hot quality of the Fire Nature needs to find calm.
A Place to Live: Calm and Connectivity. The Light Fast quality of the
Fire Nature needs access to calm and need for rest and recuperation
from an often frenetic lifestyle.
City living with access to green space.
Physical Environment: Airy open apartment in modern ‘tower of
glass’ within sight of city life, but enough removed to have the ability to
‘chill out’. Sociability with neighbours.
City riverside development with all latest features.
Location: Country living is too far removed from place of work/activity
– stultifying and stagnating for the Fire Nature. Cooling activities such
as watersports on river/lido.
Climate: Cool – Fire Nature is Hot and needs a Cool environment
Fresh, cool climates, not hot or humid which affects the Fire Nature
constitution with headaches.
For detail on the 3 Natures and much more see - www.amazon.co.uk/Nature-Life-approach-Wellbeing-interpretation/dp/1512366064
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Wellbeing – Earth Nature
Earth Nature Mother Earth
Key Words: The ‘Taste’ of the Earth Nature is Sweet (Cold)
Constitution: Heavy, Damp, Smooth
The Earth Nature Characteristics:
Healthy: Reliable, easy-going, patient, friendly. Strong constitution,
deep sleep.
Unhealthy: Worry over small things, clings to the familiar, dislikes
change, slow, lazy. Gains weight easily.
The Cold and Slow quality of the Earth Nature needs Warmth and
Energy.
A Place to Live: Lightness and Energy. Light and bright, the Earth
Nature needs energising at every level. Tendency to hide away and
slow down should be addressed by physical environment.
Physical Environment: The city. City living is ideal as the energy of the
city enlivens and presents daily challenges. The Earth Nature has a
strong tendency to shut away the outside world, so city busyness is not
overwhelming but energising.
The faster pace is contagious and will spur the slow Earth Nature to
action.
Location: Attracted to nature, so a garden is important, but immediate
environment must be energetically charged: light, open, large
windows, bright colours.
Climate: A Hot climate for the Cold Earth Nature. Dryness too is
desirable to counteract the Dampness of the Earth Nature.
For detail on the 3 Natures and much more see - www.amazon.co.uk/Nature-Life-approach-Wellbeing-interpretation/dp/1512366064

Platforms
“Mistakes are the portals of discovery”
James Joyce

Urban Hub
Thriving People
Platforms for Change

Making Good Happen
Pathways to a Thriving Future
Six Pathways to a Thriveable 2050
“Leaps in making good happen seldom
come about through trying to be less bad”
Everything we have taken for granted since
the first Renaissance is up for grabs- how we
govern ourselves, what and how we
manufacture and build the stuff of our
civilisation, the role and mechanisms of
finance, how and why we work, shop, travel,
holiday and play.
The fact that economic growth is fading
gives us an opportunity to rethink our
assumptions about what it means to be
developed. Is development about living
happy, fulfilling and peaceful lives or is it
about accumulating money amid poverty,
inequality, violence as well as social and
environmental destruction?
This requires us all to be much more
imaginative, playful and open to new ideas
and ways of doing things than ever before.
And for the many who would resist change
and maintain the “old ways”, we have a
simple message: adapt or die.

An Operating System for
Transformation
In order to move beyond purely
incremental to synergistic innovation, we
need a better operating system for
transformation.
A. Current Initiatives - We already
know that our current initiatives will not
get us to a thriveable 2050. Making
good happen in incremental ways in
communities, healthcare, education,
employment, food, homes, cities,
logistics and design is now one of the
largest industries on earth, yet more
often a “band-aid” treating symptoms
not causes.
B. Future Glue – Relationship and
Knowledge Capitals - In order to build
on and move beyond the current
quagmire of competing initiatives, we
need copious amounts of future glue to
synergise
the
complementary
contributions of diverse siloes and
programs.

A LEADER’S GUIDE TO THRIVEDABILITY www.amzn.to/2v9dBvZ

SYNERGISE! www.amzn.to/2u7lpdA

Making Good Happen
Pathways to a Thriving Future
C. Desired Outcomes - Each
of the six pathways involves a
stream of related decisions
that have an impact on one
or more aspects of our lives
and work. We call these areas
of impact “Capitals”, to
underline that every capital
has the same claim to be
used wisely and regenerated.

Thriving Future

D. Pathway Drivers – Each of
the six pathways to a
thriveable 2050 has a unique
driver that helps focus those
on the journey.

www.amazon.com/dp/B074Q168SM

Making Good Happen
Pathways to a Thriving Future
Make a Map of Your Journey – The Good Cube
Your journey to make good happen can be split into three
distinct parts:
WHERE – locating yourself on the Journey to Good map- use
the Good Cube to locate where you and the others involved
in your journey are now, and where you believe you should
aim for as your destination. Set your level of ambition, refresh
your knowledge of the six capabilities needed to make good
happen, and press go!;

Where are you on your journey?
The Good Cube

WHAT – locate yourself on the Six Pathways map- use the
Good Cube to locate what you and the others involved in
your journey are now focused on at a practical level- are you
working on a circular manufacturing project (Pathway Six), or
redesigning an important aspect of the financial system
(Pathway Three) to make good happen? Although you may be
an expert in your own industry and organization, your chances
of finding synergistic innovation opportunities and partners
increase dramatically if you are able to scan other pathways
and organisations intelligently, to appreciate how they might
complement your efforts;
HOW – mastering the six capabilities needed to make good
happen effectively. Assess your level of competence and that
of your team and organization/network on each of the six
capabilities. What are your strengths and challenges on this
journey? How can you improve your skills and competencies
in each area? Then keep track of your progress on a regular
basis, and invest in development in the areas where you are
weakest, as well as building on your strengths.
Making Good Happen www.amazon …….

Sustainable Cities
One Planet Living
Rooted in the science and metrics of ecological
and carbon footprinting, 10 One Planet principles
are used to structure thinking and inform holistic
action. These
principles
stemmed
from
Bioregional’s experience of working on BedZED,
a pioneering eco-village in South London, UK.
Together, the principles provide a holistic
framework to help organisations and project
teams examine the sustainability challenges
faced, develop appropriate solutions and
communicate the actions being taken to key
stakeholders such as colleagues, the supply
chain, clients, customers and local and national
government.
A vision of a world
in which people
enjoy happy,
healthy lives
within their fair
share of the
earth’s resources,
leaving space for
wildlife and
wilderness.
http://www.bioregional.com/oneplanetliving/

Sustainable Cities
Sustainable Cities and Communities
Making cities safe and sustainable means
ensuring access to safe and affordable housing,
and upgrading slum settlements. It also involves
investment in public transport, creating green
public spaces, and improving urban planning
and management in a way that is both
participatory and inclusive.
More than half of the world’s population now live in
urban areas. By 2050, that figure will have risen to
6.5 billion people – two-thirds of all humanity.
Sustainable development cannot be achieved
without significantly transforming the way we build
and manage our urban spaces.

The rapid growth of cities in the developing

world, coupled with increasing rural to urban
migration, has led to a boom in mega-cities. In 1990,
there were ten mega-cities with 10 million
inhabitants or more. In 2014, there are 28 megacities, home to a total 453 million people.
Extreme poverty is often concentrated in urban
spaces, and national and city governments struggle
to accommodate the rising population in these
areas. Making cities safe and sustainable means
ensuring access to safe and affordable housing, and
upgrading slum settlements. It also involves
investment in public transport, creating green public
spaces, and improving urban planning and
management in a way that is both participatory and
inclusive.

sdg.iisd.org/sdgs/goal-11-sustainable-cities-communities/

Sustainable Cities
Visions in Action : New Urban Agenda UN Habitat
Under the New Urban Agenda, there is a clearly defined and renewed dedication among the global
development community to ensure our cities expand in a sustainable way. This should not only meet the
needs of inhabitants in terms of housing and services but also help to lower inequality, create employment
and limit greenhouse gas emissions.
UN-Habitat’s mandate has adapted over time to meet the needs of our growing urban world. We are
currently working in more than 70 countries to bring high impact projects to people living in cities and
human settlements around the world. Working with governments and other stakeholders on the ground,
our projects combine world-class expertise and local knowledge to deliver timely and targeted solutions to
the most vulnerable urban residents.

www.unhabitat.org

Resilient Societies
Future Earth Ltd – Leading on Collective Impact
The earth requires us to respect the balance of its complex ever shifting
ecosystems in order to thrive as a species.
Future Earth Ltd nurtures collaboration to leverage coordinated agency
across private, public, academic and community sectors toward that end.
Earth systems processes, low carbon technology & innovation, governance
& decision-making, and financing for project implementation are vital to
accelerate progress against the global goals. Establishing connections
across whole of society for collaborative systemic change is critical.

Engagement, facilitation & mediation
Research & innovation
Start up mentoring
Business development & strategic
planning
ü Gender mainstreaming
ü Project/programme management
ü
ü
ü
ü

The systemic change hexagon maturity model sets out parameters for resilience. The Hexagon represents the system
inputs/outputs in any city region for success. Communities develop collaborative intelligence during progress up through the
levels this model and become resilient communities.
Hexagon
PIONEER
ESTABLISHED
segment
1 – Governance
1A - Interested 1B - Early adopters, part-time
& decisionfew
players
making
2 – Research
and innovation

2A – Local
capacity

3 – Investment & 3A - Seed
financing
Funding
4 –Communities
& partnerships
5 – Data &
information
6 – Tools,
products &
services

4A – Informal
group
5A –
Conceptual
6A - Devices
and capacity

2B – Building regional
capability
3B – Regional Urban
Development and Investment
Fund (UDIF)

CLIMAX
1C - Aligned majority
2C - Regional network
3C – Global revolving
funds

4B – Formal advisory body

4C – Governing body

5B - Detailed regional

5C - Expansive global

6B - Regional cloud-based
access points

6C - Regional network

www.futureearth.eu

Resilient Societies
Future Earth Ltd – Leading on Collective Impact
•
•
•

Temperatures will rise between 3-4°C by 2100 accelerating the speed of the hydrological
cycle causing more extreme weather
80% fisheries are fully or over-exploited with plastic polluting those which remain
1 in 9 people do not have access to clean drinking water and 1.3 billion live in extreme
poverty
WE CAN FIX THIS

The aggregate effect of the 167 countries who have submitted their intended nationally determined contributions (INDCs)
towards global emissions levels to the IPCCC is calculated to be 51.4 to 57.3 Gt CO2 equivalent in 2025 and 56.2 52.0 to 59.3
Gt CO2 equivalent in 2030. This equates to temperature rise of between 3 and 4°C by 2100.
www.futureearth.eu

The Complex City
Complexity and the City : Urban Physics
Can we build a theory of Urban Systems?
Why should we want to? Well, if a theory can explain
certain properties of Urban Systems, then we can build a
deeper understanding of what we can change about
Urban Systems and how.

pV = RT

Is this a realistic hope?
Urban systems are complex systems. What is a complex
system? This is a term applied to systems of interacting
entities who themselves may be governed by simple
rules, yet interesting global behaviours emerge from
these interactions. Living creatures, ecosystems, social
systems and economic systems are all examples of
complex systems.
Can we hope to find regularities in complex
systems?
Although we can’t hope to model the detailed
interactions of many molecules of a gas bouncing off
each other, physicists can use statistics to model certain
large scale regularities. This leads to a simple equation
that relates pressure, volume and temperature in an
ideal gas.
In a similar way, if we look at certain “macroscopic
properties” of complex systems we see that certain
regularities emerge. For example, the heart rate of
animals scales inversely with size.

First part of an ongoing input - Complexity and the City by
Paul Krause: BSc PhD FIMA Cmath Professor in Complex
Systems, Director of Research Surrey University
See Urban Hub 8 out November 2017

www.surrey.ac.uk/cs/people/paul_krause/

The Complex City
Complexity and the City : Urban Physics
Can we explain these regularities?

This is challenging, but progress is being made. A key influence is
the nature of the metabolic processes that transfer energy,
materials and information around a living system, and by analogy,
any complex system.
Three general properties of metabolic networks
We can start by looking at features of the networks that provide
services (energy, materials, information) to any complex system.
Although there will be many differences between specific
networks, it does seem that to be effective they must all be:
Space filling: Connected paths in the network must extend
everywhere. In practice, this always means some, longer, branches
have higher throughput, while local branches have lower
throughput: think metro, buses, footpaths.
Invariance of the terminal units: This doesn't mean they are
universally constant, but within a specific taxonomic unit they are
the same: think mitochondria for transferring energy in mammals;
power sockets for transferring electricity into consumer goods;
USB ports for transferring information in and out of your computer.
Optimizing: This is a fundamental law of physics: any system will
naturally optimize to perform its function with the least action. This
is a principle that lies at the heart of physics, but although there is
a tendency to optimization of metabolic networks in urban areas as
they evolve in time, we still need to understand better how to
manage this process.

Metros need augmenting with other modalities as cities
grow

Resilient Cities
World Visions Resilient Cities initiative

www.wvevidence4change.org/

Resilient Cities
World Visions Resilient Cities initiative

www.wvevidence4change.org

Resilient Communities
Trans4m is a local-global movement driving integral transformation
processes to address today’s burning issues by actualising positive
impact via new integral thinking and action.
THE CARE-PROCESS: FULLY EMBODYING INTEGRAL INNOVATION

With the GENE-process as our overarching transformational rhythm, we developed two further parallel trajectories that assist each agent of
transformation to successfully undertake the transformation journey and to transcend the individual contribution towards a collective
embodiment of an integral innovation. The ultimate objective is to go beyond a singular and individual impulse of renewal, but rather arrive
at collective and, ideally, institutionalized action to sustain this impulse on a long-term basis.

The initial trajectory with a focus on a personal contribution follows the “4Cs”:
Call:
Discover your Call
Context:
Understand your Self-in-Society Context
Co-Creation: Transform your Reality
Contribution: Leverage your transformation.
In parallel, the agent of transformation works towards “full CARE”
– a process and acronym representing:
C = Community Activation
A = Awakening of Awareness
R = Research-to-Innovation
E = Embodied Action (E).
The figure (next page) illustrates how both integral rhythms run in parallel, working
towards a singular contribution on the one hand, and a full-fledged collective and
embodied action on the other hand.

CARE Process aligned with the 4C’s
Both trajectories (4Cs and CARE) mutually reinforce each other. Both follow also the GENE logic – a fact that also demonstrates that the
integral fourfold rhythm is continuously, and holographically, present. Thereby each of such processes supports the full activation and
healing of a living system.

www.trans-4-m.com/

Resilient Communities
TOWARDS FULL CARE
For Self, Organisation, Community & Society
&
“4C”-ing Transformation
“CARE”-ing 4 Society

Singular Development Impulse

Focus on Institutional Development

CONTRIBUTION
Leverage your Transformation
Individual Theme: Distil and share your integral
transformation with your community and society
aiming to maximise your contribution

E
EMBODIED ACTION
Integrally Care 4 Society
Collective Activity: Develop a transformative
educational program and/or enterprise that can serve
the renewal of society on a long-term bases

C

CO-CREATION
Transform your Reality
Individual Theme: Engage in action orientated
research coming up with integral theory & practice,
addressing your call and challenge

RESEARCH-TO-INNOVATION
R
Institutionalize integral development
Collective Activity: Newly evolved (or link up with an
existing) centre to institutionalise, sustain and further
leverage your research and innovation

C

AWAKENING AWARENESS
A
Build up an Innovation Ecosystem
Collective Activity: Build up an innovation ecosystem to
support your integral transformation process with a
view to alleviate such imbalances

C

CONTEXT
Understand your self-to Society Context
Individual Theme: Uncover, with a view to alleviation,
areas of imbalance and disintegration in your
individual, organisational, and societal context

C

CALL
Discover your Call
Individual Theme: Interlink your deep-felt inner calling
with real-life outer challenges

COMMUNITY ACTIVATION
Activate your Community
Collective Activity: Form an inner circle and start
building an outer community

C

www.trans-4-m.com/

Resilient Society
G4 is about evolving
Mindsets and 21st century
Education,
to
become
regenerative for:
● people, planet, profits –
knowledge economy,
● renewed prosperity, peace,
partnership - wise society by
city/regions
via:
● Living Labs
● Digital Equity
● Human Digital Rights &
Responsibility
focused
on
local
&
international Greater Geneva,
for the world, with all
lighthouses, Labs of Labs, UN
SDG Labs, within 2030 Global
Goals (SDGs) meta framework.

A regenerative systemic
societal
transformational
accelerator
www.g4-ll.net

Resilient Cities
Resilience.oi Road Map
The Roadmap focuses on framing
collaborative, inclusive mobilization to
enable solutions to be discovered and
delivered locally. This can be informed
and accelerated by existing knowledge
networks.
The Roadmap addresses the necessary
retro fit of existing urban areas and the
planning, design and management of
new urban developments in all
countries.

www.relilience.oi

Resilient Cities
Panarchy
Panarchy Theory shows that resilience is the result of a cyclic
process. Resilience is low when the components of the
system have a high level of connectedness. There is only one way
to reach the goal.
When a system is highly efficient it is also highly vulnerable.
Redundant systems are able to resist a calamity if and only if one of
the possible paths of the system is not affected.
What they also show is that a Panarchy-cycle uses a memory when
the Ecology is collapsing.
Somewhere a small area is preserved. It contains the “seeds” of the
new Cycle. We have to look back when we want to move forward.
We also have to look back to learn form our mistakes.
“People do learn, however spasmodically”. Learning is not copying.
We have “to create and innovate when limits are reached”.
Nature has generated a highly redundant system in which it is
possible that one of the lines of evolution is able to resist a
worldwide calamity.
If we want to destroy resilience we have to destroy the diversity of
life-forms on earth.
We can recognise the needs for change but become politically
stifled in our capacity to act effectively. Wealth and broadening
wealth accumulated to lead to our present vulnerability on a world
stage.
We are entering the back loop of re-organisation that entails the
collapse of accumulated connections, the release of bound up
knowledge and capital. But it also opens a creative potential and
the opportunity for ‘creative destruction“.
www.sustainablescale.org/ConceptualFramework/UnderstandingScale/MeasuringScale/Panarchy.aspx

Mapping Interventions
The Holistic Resource-model
Staff and patient involvement in the design and the development process
of the hospital has launched a debate beyond the specific solutions. One
result is the idea of a holistic resource model for hospital development as
a tool for developing a hospital from a human centered perspective. The
holistic model seeks to describe various aspects of a single phenomenon,
the hospital organism, and to show how the various aspects affect,
strengthen or weaken each other in a development process.
The holistic model allows the different participants and interests to
understand the value of their own contribution towards achieving the aim
of the project, and even more so to understand the value of other aspects
and contributions. The model separates the resources (input) in two main
sectors, the human (people) and the material (buildings and equipment),
and the values (output) in quantity measurable) and quality (experiential).
The different aspects of the process are found in the intersections of
resources and values.
The nature of a holistic model is, like the development process, that all
the aspects of the model are included, whether they are taken into
account or not. For example, one may well choose not to work
consciously with the aesthetics of the hospital, but all building-related
measures will still have an aesthetic consequence. The aesthetics in turn
affect the human being's experience of care and thoughtfulness in their
surroundings (ethics)

Ragnhild Aslaksen
WDCH

In the same way; an organizational initiative will have a direct ethical
consequence. Directly and indirectly, all aspects will affect each other and
the planners depend on an adequate understanding of the whole and of
shared objectives for developing good, sustainable solutions. The
vision/objectives for the Hospital Project in Trondheim have been defined
as patient focus meaning both “production focus” and “customer
orientation”, understood as taking care of the human being entire. This
involves awareness of both quantitative and qualitative values, and the
whole model is activated.

www.readysetgoback.blogspot.co.uk/2009/01/ragnhild-aslaksen.html
© integralMENTORS

Mapping Interventions
Integral Cities (Sdi) : System-Centred (Teal/Yellow)
SDi-Integral Cities seek to generate solutions
that meet second-order change. These changes
address a greater order of magnitude of
problems than has ever been encountered
before. This means that city leaders open up
new mindsets, redefine city paradigms, and
emerge new potentials for living systems not yet
dreamed or tried. (Think cities as Gaia’s
Reflective Organs, city as human hive, Planet of
Cities as collective intelligence network.)

[Master Code based]
TRANS4M

Resilience.io

Integral City leaders use both Smart and Resilient
solutions – in their appropriate contexts. In fact
Generative Change approaches enable Integral City
thinking to emerge – because they include and build
on both Smart and Resilient Solutions – and step into a
zone where they can act effectively to align first order
technical problems with Smart City solutions and midorder adaptive problems with Resilient City Solutions
But Integral City leaders
go beyond merely
aligning technical and
adaptive solutions and
seek to discover for their
cities how to align the very
source of City Wellbeing,
with City Purpose,
Collective Vision and
Strategies for thriving.
The Human Hive –
Marilyn Hamilton
© integralMENTORS

Mapping Interventions
Thriveable Cities : People-Centred (Turquoise)
Building Thriveable, Integral Cities seek
to generate solutions that meet second & third
order change.
[includes all in the previous 3 slides (see Urban
Hub 1 for these slides)]

IMP Integral

- morphogenic,
- generative and
- snippable.

TRANS4M

Resilience.io

One Planet living

Integral Methodological Pluralism (IMP)
A set of social practices that corresponds with AQAL
meta-theory. IMP is paradigmatic in that it includes
the most time-honoured methodologies, and metaparadigmatic in that it weaves them together by way
of three integrative principles: non-exclusion,
unfoldment, and enactment.

© integralMENTORS

Monitoring
One of the functions of intelligence is to take account of the dangers that come from trusting solely to the intelligence.
Lewis Mumford

Urban Hub
Evaluation
& Monitoring

Integral Monitoring & Evaluation

Impact on Mindsets

Impact on Practices

Impact on Culture

Impact on Systems

(ways of thinking about and
approaching problems)

II

Guiding principle here is that you need enough
diversity in what data you are gathering and how you
are gathering it, that you can adequately capture
impacts that are occurring in all quadrants.

(practices & conduct
carrying out work)

Types of data to be collected:
- third-person data (objective) such as surveys or
other quantitative ways to measure change,
- second-person (intersubjective data) such as data
that is generated and interpreted together as a
group or within a process, and
- first-person (subjective data) such as reflective
answers, thick description, or other qualitative
descriptions (one-on-one).

(collaboration, cultural
perceptions, and social
discourse in issues)

(policies, structures that
support innovation in work)

www.integralwithoutborders.org

Integral Monitoring & Evaluation
THIRD-PERSON DATA
COLLECTION
• Build in content from the
indicator table into the feedback
forms, proposal questions, grant
reports, forum retrospectives, etc.
• This will generate actual numbers
along the 1-5 spectrum for these
indicators,
which
can
be
quantified and used in evaluation
analysis and reporting.
• Any thing you quantify (numbers
of participants, proposals or multi
sector tables) can be useful to
analyze and include.

FIRST-PERSON DATA
COLLECTION
• To generate thick descriptions on
these indicators (about how and
why changes occurred as they
did):
• use more in-depth reflective
questions posed within one of
the activities, such as a qualitative
question in a survey
• or by doing key-informant
interviews with a sample of the
target audience.

SECOND-PERSON DATA COLLECTION
• At the Evaluation Pod meetings and
Development Evaluation (DE) meetings generate
discussion and reflection through prompting
with skillful DE questions. Then, harvest the
insights and doing pattern-finding; that is where
indicators come in.
• Community Liaison carry out this pattern-finding
afterwards then reflect back to the other
participants later.
• During the DE sessions, do some group patternfinding with indicator tables written on flipcharts, and participants use post-it notes to tag
where in the spectrum they would say the
outcome was achieved.
This is based on
participant-observation, and is co-generated in a
focus-group style meeting.

www.integralwithoutborders.org

Integral Monitoring & Evaluation

R

Reflective, experiential inquiry
Description: interior felt-sense, how one feels (about oneself, org, project, issue),
Methods: phenomenology
Methodologies: personal ecology sheet
self-reflection (can use this tool to guide the process, can be an ongoing cascading reflection-stream,
and/or can be accessed through journaling).

Developmental inquiry
Description: interior personal change, developmental stages, changes in motivation, attitudes, and
values.
Methods: structuralism
Methodologies: developmental assessment (includes pre/post interviews that are carried out one-onone with a sample of the population and the interviewer is trained to ask the same questions that hone
in on indicators for motivational, attitudinal

Interpretive inquiry
Description: culture and meanings held by the group or community; for example, how do people
generally feel and what do they know about “conservation”, what does “conservation concession”
mean to them?
Methods: hermeneutics
Methodologies: focus group (using a guided method, shared below, as a pre/during/post method of
“taking the pulse” of the group—where motivation lies, what is working what is not, how can the project
shift and flow.

Ethno-methodological inquiry
Description: changes in social discourse, implicit “background” social norms, and shared worldview.
Method Family: ethno-methodology
Methodologies: participant-observation (using a tool with focus questions on specific domains of
change)
Integral Methodological Pluralism application - international development framework : Gail Hochachka IWB

I

Integral Monitoring & Evaluation

E

Empirical inquiry
Description: quantitative measurement of seen changes in behaviours, for example:
shifts in land-use practices, uptake of conservation practices in the household,
behavioural change in gender relations.
Methods: empiricism
Methodologies: measuring, ranking, and quantitative analysis (pre/during/post
measurement that ranks certain behaviours from 1-10 and can compare/contrast to
later assessment, after which time that data can be analysed using quantitative
methods to create graphs and figures of what percentage of behaviours changed
through the lifetime of the project.)

Systems inquiry
Description: quantitative measurement of seen changes in social, economic, political
systems in which the work is carried out.
Methods: systems analysis
Methodologies: systems-analysis tool

Integral Methodological Pluralism application - international development framework : Gail Hochachka IWB

S

www.tomoanalytica.com

FOUNDING ORGANIZATIONS
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Integral Monitoring & Evaluation

www.integralwithoutborders.org

Evaluation : Inclusive City
Context

To make sure that tomorrow’s cities provide
opportunities and better living conditions for all, it is
essential to understand that the concept of inclusive
cities involves a complex web of multiple spatial, social
and economic factors:

Strategy
While urban inclusion is clearly a multi-faceted issue,
traditional interventions have mostly focused on physical
improvements such as slum upgrading. In an effort to
combat urban poverty and inequality more effectively, the
World Bank is instead looking to develop a holistic
approach that integrates all three dimensions of urban
inclusion – spatial, social, and economic.
Designing innovative, multi-dimensional interventions to
create inclusive cities requires:
• Adopting multi-sector solutions for a multi-dimensional
issue:
• Combining ‘preventive’ and ‘curative’ solutions:
• Sequencing, prioritizing and scaling up investments:
Harnessing communities’ potential as drivers of
inclusion:
• Strengthening capacity at local level:
• Fostering Partnerships:

• Spatial inclusion: urban inclusion requires
providing affordable necessities such as housing,
water and sanitation. Lack of access to essential
infrastructure and services is a daily struggle for
many disadvantaged households;
• Social inclusion: an inclusive city needs to
guarantee equal rights and participation of all,
including the most marginalized. Recently, the lack
of opportunities for the urban poor, and greater
demand for voice from the socially excluded have
exacerbated incidents of social upheaval in cities;
• Economic inclusion: creating jobs and giving urban
residents the opportunity to enjoy the benefits of
economic growth is a critical component of overall
urban inclusion.
The spatial, social and economic dimensions of urban
inclusion are tightly intertwined, and tend to reinforce
each other. On a negative path, these factors interact to
trap people into poverty and marginalization. Working
in the opposite direction, they can lift people out of
exclusion and improve lives.

www.worldbank.org/en/topic/urbandevelopment/brief/inclusive-cities

Evaluation : Creative City
Psychology & the City
In a constant cycle of influencing and
being influenced the city impacts upon our
mind and our emotional state impacts
upon the city with untold effects.
It is astonishing that psychology, the study
exploring the dynamics of feeling and
emotion, has not been taken sufficiently
seriously as an urban discipline, not only
by psychology itself but also urban
decision makers, since it seeks to
understand why we act the way we do.
The city is not a lifeless thing. People have
personality, identity and, as they are
congregations of people, so do cities.
To see the urban fabric, its dynamics and
city life as empty shells devoid of human
psychological content is careless. To be
blind to its consequences is foolish, as the
city is primarily an emotional experience
with psychological effects.
Just as the body is the museum of human
evolution so the psyche is the mental
museum of our primeval psychological
past, and we have carried anciently formed
elements of it into this new urban age.

CHARLES LANDRY
Ultimately, the most successful
cities will be those that can build
psychological resilience, to adapt,
to deal with adversity and
complexity, to bounce back and
continue to function competently,
and to provide the conditions
where inhabitants can achieve their
larger aims. This means being
honest. We hope to spark a
debate, by setting out some big
ideas and challenges, as well as
pragmatic steps that will help this
to happen.
‘it is ironic that we know more
about the habitat of mountain
gorillas than we do about the
habitat of people’. We have
programmes for Smart Cities,
Green Cities, Healthy Cities or
Cities of Culture, hi tech or low
carbon cities. But people are rarely
centre-stage.’
Jan Gehl The Danish urbanist,
noted acerbically

www.charleslandry.com/themes/creative-cities-index/

Evaluation : Good Growth
Good Growth: Summary
In the wake of the EU referendum
result and its potential implications
for the economy, it is no surprise that
the government is placing renewed
focus on driving growth, with an
emphasis on ensuring that no cities
or regions should be left behind.

Good Growth for Cities 2016
Our annual index of economic wellbeing in UK cities

But a city’s vision for growth must
extend beyond using Gross Value
Added (GVA) as a measure of local
economic success. The debate on
local economic development needs
to recognise the total impact that
new policies and interventions can
have
in
a
place.
Importantly, places need to see
success through the lens of what the
public wants and needs, in both an
economic and social sense.
Now in its fifth year, the PwC-Demos
Good Growth for Cities index
measures economic wellbeing as
seen through the eyes of the public.

www.pwc.co.uk/goodgrowth

Evaluation : Sustainable Cities

www.arcadis.com/en/global/our-perspectives/sustainable-cities-index-2016/

Evaluation: Wellbeing
Canadian Index of Wellbeing
The Canadian Index of Wellbeing (CIW) is a composite
index of eight interconnected
domains that measures
trends in the well-being of
Canadians over time.
Well-being is conceptualized
as “The presence of the
highest possible quality of life
in its full breadth of
expression focused on but
not necessarily exclusive to:
good living standards, robust
health, a sustainable
environment, vital
communities, an educated
populace, balanced time use,
high levels of democratic
participation, and access to
and participation in leisure
and culture”.
The CIW provides a
companion measure of
societal progress to gross
domestic product (GDP),
which is solely concerned
with economic productivity

www.happycity.org.uk/measurement-policy/happiness-pulse/

Evaluation: Happy City
Happy City Index
Happy City exists to get people
talking, thinking and moving
towards what really matters
Our mission is to improve lives, our
society and our planet through an
increased focus on happiness and
wellbeing. This may all sound sweet
and fluffy but that is only because
what we mean by ‘happiness’ has
been corrupted. We want to reclaim
happiness from commercial triviality
and make it a guiding, radical
principle for society.
Our aim is to shatter the illusion that
the way to happiness is through
‘more stuff’. Our vision is to
both inspire and help equip people
for action. Happy City are proud to
be part of the movement that is
shifting society from the notion that
increased
consumption
and
economic growth is the only way to
define success and prosperity.
www.happycity.org.uk/our-mission/

Evaluation: Happy City
Happy City Pulse
Background to the Happiness
Pulse
There is growing interest in a
greater focus on wellbeing, with a
widening
evidence
base
demonstrating the strong links
between wellbeing, resilience and
success.
Research consistently
demonstrates
the
impact
of
wellbeing
on
both
positive
outcomes such as education, health,
self
care,
independence,
productivity, confidence, pro-social
behaviours and employment, as well
as it’s safeguarding qualities against
depression, self harm, addiction,
anti-social behaviour and more.
Happy City’s Happiness Pulse digital
tool was designed to provide cities
with a fundamentally different
measure of progress. It has two
main aims: to change WHAT we
measure
at
a
local
level
and HOW we measure it.
www.happycity.org.uk/measurement-policy/happiness-pulse/

Evaluation: Powerful Cities
Global Power City Index
The Global Power City Index (GPCI) evaluates and ranks the major cities of the world according to their
“magnetism,” i.e. their comprehensive power which allows them to attract creative individuals and business
enterprises from every continent and to mobilize their assets in securing economic, social, and environmental
development. GPCI evaluates the comprehensive power of forty of the world’s leading cities according to six
main functions (Economy, Research and Development, Cultural Interaction, Livability, Environment and
Accessibility) representing city strength.

www.mori-m-foundation.or.jp/english/ius2/gpci2/index.shtml

Evaluation: Smart City
Smart City Index
Let’s walk through a high-level example of
how a real city could use the Smart Cities
Wheel to develop and implement a smart
cities strategy.
Step 1: Create A Vision With Citizen
Engagement
Step 2: Develop Baselines, Set Targets, And
Choose Indicators
Step 3: Go Lean
“Smart cities are not one size fits all. Yet, the
smart-cities movement could benefit from
frameworks like the Smart Cities Wheel that
allow a common language to develop
amongst citizens, city staff, mayors, and the
private sector.”
”Smart cities would also make use of the
latest technology to acquire citizen input,
like CivicPlus, which offers a range of
software and mobile tools for cities to
communicate and engage citizens in a
dialog about city projects (Castle Rock,
Colorado used CivicPlus to get input on the
plans for a new city park).”
www.fastcodesign.com/1680538/what-exactly-is-a-smart-city

Sensemaking & the City
Theories of sensemaking
“Propositions and Definitions in the
Discourse of Cybernetics”:
Krippendorff

• Theories need to be afforded by
what their proponents do with them.
• Faced by a theory that predicts their
behavior, humans can always
disobey it. It is a choice to conform
to its predictions.
• Everything said or done is said or
done in the expectation of being
held accountable for it.

Performative Sensemaking: Krippendorff’s
This approach focuses on five nested activities that define human-centred design:
1. INVENT - invent or conceive possible futures, including its artefacts that they may be able to bring
about, imaginable worlds that would not come about naturally;
2. DESIRE - know how desirable these futures are to those who might inhabit them, and whether they
afford diverse communities the spaces they require to make a home in them;
3. EXPERIMENT - experiment with what is variable or could be changed, in view of the opportunities
that variability could open up for them and others;
4. PATHWORK - work out realistic paths, plans to proceed towards desirable futures;
5. PROPOSE – make proposals (of realistic paths) to those who could bring a design to fruition, to the
stakeholders of a design.

• Discourses are manifest in selfconstrained conversations and
writings.
• Discourses are kept alive by what
their discourse community does.
• Discourses construct their own
artifacts.
• Discourses continuously reconstruct
their artifacts (material, social, and
discursive) subsequently
constraining some developments
while enabling others.
• Discourses institutionalize their
recurrent practices.
• Discourses draw and maintain their
boundary.
• Discourses need to be able to justify
their actions to outsiders.

www.solvingforpattern.org/2013/08/20/design-as-performative-sensemaking/

Sensemaking & the City
Theories of sensemaking
…embodied in materiality and soaring across time-space …a bodymind-heart-spirit living in time-space, moving from a past, in a present,
to a future, anchored in material conditions; yet at the same time with an
assumed capacity to sense-make abstractions, dreams, memories, plans,
ambitions, fantasies, stories pretences that can both transcend time
space and last beyond specific moments of time space. Brenda Dervin
….. is the ability or attempt to make sense of an ambiguous situation.
More exactly, sensemaking is the process of creating situational
awareness and understanding in situations of high complexity or
uncertainty in order to make decisions. It is “a motivated, continuous
effort to understand connections (which can be among people, places,
and events) in order to anticipate their trajectories and act effectively.
Gary Klein

How do we make sense of the world so we can act in it - David Snowden

www.en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sensemaking

www.humantific.com/

Perspectives
It is always easy to create an ordinary city; what is difficult is to create an extraordinary one, peaceful and
restful one, smart and tidy, artful and cultivated one, in short, a livable one!
Mehmet Murat ildan

Urban Hub
Evolving Cities
Perspectives

Perspectives – domains of knowing
A Quadrant worldview

My
Values & Mindset

My
Behaviour & Lifestyle

Our
Culture & WorldViews

Our
Society & Systems

© integralMENTORS

Perspectives – domains of knowing
A Quadrivia worldview

‘City’ viewed from a
personal perspective –
through personal mindsets
& values
(centre of gravity
Kosmic Address)

‘City’ viewed from an
empirical perspective –
(data and observation
driven)

‘City’ viewed from a
cultural perspective –
through group
culture & worldviews
(dominant mode of
discourse)

‘City’ viewed from a social
& systems perspective –
(data and observation
driven)

© integralMENTORS

Tetra-meshing
The act whereby a ‘holon’ meshes or fits with the selection pressures of all four quadrants.
In order to tetra-mesh, each holon must to some degree be able to register its own exterior
accurately enough (truth), its own interior accurately enough (truthfulness), understand its
cultural milieu (mutual understanding)’ and fit within its social system (functional fit) – meaning
that all four selection pressures must be dealt with adequately in order for a holon to evolve.

© integralMENTORS

Tetra-meshing
Rio de Janeiro

Olympic preparations

for Inter-American Development Bank (IDB) 2014

Individuals Behaviour to Waste Disposal

© integralMENTORS

Tetra-meshing
Rio de Janeiro

Olympic preparations

for Inter-American Development Bank (IDB) 2014

Capacities
- Competences
- Behaviour

Consciousness
- intention
- mindsets

Persons beliefs/mindset
on Waste Disposal

Persons Behaviour to
Waste Disposal

Waste Disposal systems –
in place and proposed

Cultural views on Waste
Disposal
Culture
- worldviews

Context

Creations
- systems
- infrastructure
© integralMENTORS

Frameworks
Questions to Answer

The Modern Framework

Surface
Structure

Empiricism: Explores
measurable behaviour
Deep
Structure

by means of:
• Biochemistry,
• Biology,
• Zoology,
• Behavioural Studies

Zone 7

Social Autopoiesis:
Explores self-regulating
dynamics in systems

Zone 6

I

We

It

Its

Surface
Structure

Zone 8

Deep Structure

www.facebook.com/integralMENTORS

www.facebook.com/IntegralUrbanHub/

by means of:
• Sociocybernetics,
• Communication Studies

Systems Theory
Explores functional-fit of
parts within systems
by means of:
• Science of Politics,
• Complexity Sciences,
• Integral Economics

Inter-Objective

by means of:
• Biophenomenology,
• Cognitive Sciences

Zone 5

Objective

Autopoiesis:
Explores self-regulating
behaviour

(iM Graphic)

A Broader Framework (IMP)

Structuralism:
Explores patterns of
direct felt experience

Hermeneutics:
Explores mutual
understanding
by means of:
• Interpersonal
Values,
• Global Ethics

Zone 1
Surface
Structure

www.facebook.com/integralMENTORS

Surface
Structure

Empiricism: Explores
measurable behaviour

Zone 2
Deep
Structure

Zone 3
Surface
Structure

Cultural Anthropology:
Explores patterns of mutual
understanding
by means of:
• Ethnomethodology,
• Cultural Studies,
• Semiotics

by means of:
• Biophenomenology,
• Cognitive Sciences

Zone 5

Deep
Structure

by means of:
• Biochemistry,
• Biology,
• Zoology,
• Behavioural Studies

Zone 7

Social Autopoiesis:
Explores self-regulating
dynamics in systems

Zone 6

I

We

Zone 4

Deep Structure

It

Its

Surface
Structure

Zone 8

Deep Structure

www.facebook.com/IntegralUrbanHub/

by means of:
• Sociocybernetics,
• Communication Studies

Systems Theory
Explores functional-fit of
parts within systems
by means of:
• Science of Politics,
• Complexity Sciences,
• Integral Economics

Objective

by means of:
• Meditation
• Introspection,
• Contemplation

by means of
• Genealogy,
• Developmental
Psychology

Inter-Subjective

Autopoiesis:
Explores self-regulating
behaviour

Inter-Objective

Subjective

Phenomenology:
Explores direct
felt experience

(iM Graphic)

Thriving Locally
A day spent without the sight or sound of beauty, the contemplation of mystery, or the search of truth or
perfection is a poverty-stricken day; and a succession of such days is fatal to human life.
Lewis Mumford

Urban Hub
Scaling out
What is working - Locally

Thriveable Cities
Thriveable Actions
"You cannot travel the path until you have become the path itself”
Walking in the world not talking of the world
No one vision is sufficient in and of itself – visions can
guide but only by collaborative action in a creative
generative process can visions grow and become
part of an ongoing positive sociocultural reality.
Without taking into account the many worldviews
that currently co-exist and crafting ways of including
them in a positive and healthy form we will continue
to alienate vast sections of all communities and
humankind.

These curation are to be
dipped into – explored and
used to generate ideas and
discussion.
A catalyst for collaboration
and action.
And most importantly grown
and modified in a generative
form.

It is through growing healthy versions of all the
different worldviews that we can attempt to move
towards an equitable, regenerative and caring
world.

This is a living document –
any suggestions for inclusion
send to:

Through action we will move forward – through only
ongoing talk we will stagnate and fail.

info@integralmentors.org

www.integralmentors.org

www.facebook.com/integralMENTORS

www.facebook.com/IntegralUrbanHub/
© integralMENTORS

Thriveable Cities
Thriveable Actions
Integral
Methodological
Pluralism (IMP)
A set of social practices that corresponds
with AQAL meta-theory.
IMP is paradigmatic in that it includes the
most time-honored methodologies, and
meta-paradigmatic in that it weaves them
together by way of three integrative
principles:
•
•
•

- Emergent
- Living systems
- Life cycles (generational sequences)
- Evolutionary intelligence
- Integral intelligences - each Quadrant
- Stratified intelligence - Stages
- Strategic intelligence
- Meshworks : structure & self organising
layering
- Dynamic mapping & modelling
- Monitoring & Evaluating

non-exclusion,
unfoldment, and
enactment

www.integralmentors.org

www.facebook.com/integralMENTORS

www.facebook.com/IntegralUrbanHub/

Scaling Out
Working with:
Consciousness;
Cultures;
Creations; &
Capacities.

"A man is not called wise
because he talks and talks
again; but ifEngagement
he is
peaceful,
Engagement
In Action
loving and fearlessInthen
he is
Action
proposed
proposed
in truth called
wise"
Community Hub
Community Hub

“In sum, the quadrants highlight four irreducible
dimensions that all individuals have and quadrivia
refer to the four fundamental perspectives that can
be taken on any phenomena. In either case, the four
quadrants or quadrivia are co-nascent—literally “they
are born together” and are mutually implicated in
one another. In other words, they co-arise and tetramesh. This understanding is useful because it honors
the complexity of reality in a way that allows the
practitioner to address problems in a more skillful
and nuanced way. Further- more, the quadrants
represent the native ways in which we experience
reality in each moment and quadrivia represent the
most common ways we can and often do look at
reality to understand it.”
Meta Integral Foundation

Currently in most societies these areas are
broken and don’t tetra-mesh to have a
positive impact. Each being pursued
individually without a sense of their
interconnectedness in both span and depth.

But within all this there are activities to
be found - the positive experiences of
individuals, communities, subcultures &
subsystems. All working together to
achieve the many little wins we see all
around. These scale out positive
changes like ripples in a pond.

Scaling Out
Meaningful disruption
Chattering Classes:
Different people must talk to each other in different ways,
breaking down the normal debating routes and networks to
allow a more open system which forces those with different
skills and disciplines to talk and listen to each other.
New Ways of Mapping:
New forms of local research and monitoring are needed to
define local aspirations, desires, actual and potential
problems, and trends.
New ways of Describing Things:
Forget the old boxes. Descriptions of problems and ambitions
may all make more sense if old structured vocabulary is
cleared away.
Research and Development:
Commercial companies would die very quickly without an
active R&D budget. Why do governments continue to ignore
the point? DEMOS wants packages of money to be available
for experimental projects on a research and development
basis. Success is not guaranteed and project failure is a part of
that learning curve.
Create an Ideas Bank:
New selection processes must be put in place in order to
select, exploit and evaluate the ideas flowing from the
process. Publication is vital at some stage.

Remove Obstacles:
Actively dismantle the varied structures and bureaucracy
which prevent creative thinking and deny the posing of many
questions relating to the basic administration and
organisation of systems. Identify and eliminate these
offenders immediately.
Orchestration:
The tempo and style of pulling ideas and actions together
should change syncopation. This is not an over- rehearsed,
seamless symphony, but more of a jam-session. Innovation
and improvisation are all-important to the creative result.
Pilot Projects:
Lots of small, innovative projects should be launched,
including social research and development projects, to
increase and encourage creative thinking on all levels and in
all sectors.
Vision On:
There must be a strategy of vision which provides impetus
and encouragement but leaves the system time to develop
naturally as well. Not so much a set goal but a determined
direction.
Monitoring:
Different and new monitoring must be put in place to check
on progress and enable people/organisations to share and
learn from their experiences. All situations may differ, but
there is no reason to reinvent the wheel.
DEMOS

Organisations
& Networks

Cities have the capability of providing something for everybody, only because, and only when, they are
created by everybody.
Jane Jacobs, The Death and Life of Great American Cities

Urban Hub
Collaborators
& Networks

Curators
Section Curators
Creator & Book Curator
Paul van Schaik BSc.Arch(Hons), RIBA Rtd

Education : Not a lesson but life - Thriving People
Alan Dean : Founder/Managing Director
Burning2Learn UK Ltd

Founder/Executive Director integralMENTORS;

25+ years of enjoyment, unlocking human talent by building teams
through construction, community and media projects that have allowed
ownership whist building self- esteem. Allowing people to restore their
sense of worth. Building energy into community, this approach has
succeeded at all academic levels.

Co Founder/Executive Director - Integral Without Borders;
Senior International Development Advisor - Tomo Analytica;
Director - ThriveAbility Global Ltd;
Founder - iSchaik Development Associates;
Founding
member of the Integral Institute.
40+ year experience of working in international development –
with extensive experience, as team leader, in the education,
health, infrastructure sectors and program management.
Worked with national governments, bilateral and multilateral
development organisations and international NGOs to bring an
integrally informed approach to programme development,
implementation and evaluation, either directly or through the
training of operational staff.

Many of the successful projects have been commissioned or accredited
by:
NESTA
National-Endowment-for-Science-Technology-and-the-Arts;
IofC Initiatives of Change; BIS Business Innovation Skills; KCC Kent
Count Council; WSBK World Superbikes, and UN Global Compact
Swiss Network.

Wellbeing, Health & Happiness - Thriving People
Barbara van Schaik : Co Founder integralMENTORS

A UK trained Architect with extensive global experience doing
pioneering work with passive solar energy in the 1970/80s in
Africa and Australia, and tutored at the Architectural
Association School of Architecture, London.

Worked as an advisor to a number of NGOs including Ideas
International in Bangladesh.

Don't be too timid and squeamish about
your actions. All life is an experiment. The
more experiments you make the better.

Studied Tibetan Medicine in Bhutan, Nepal and at Men Zee Khang,
Dharamsala, India. This lead in 2015 to the publication of he book 'The
Nature of Life – the Tibetan Approach to Health and Wellbeing' which is
an updated treatment of the ancient teaching of Tibetan Medicine. And
later that year the companion volume 'the 3 Natures Guide to Diet &
Lifestyle

Ralph Waldo Emerson


Qualified in Chinese herbal medicine.
Currently working with Integral Wellbeing and Integral Mentoring.

Collaborators
Partners & Key players

Collaborating: Individuals & Contributors

integralMENTORS

Catherine Allinson: FRGS MSc
Director Future Earth Ltd; Head of Programme Development, Resilience.io

Barbara van Schaik
Paul van Schaik

Daya Bhagwandas:
Program Director, Neuro Network, Australia

Burning2Learn

Peter Buchanan
Architect, Author, Educator, Urban Planner

Alan Dean

Cultivation.ap
Alan Dean
Paul van Schaik

Integral Without Borders
Gail Hochachka,
Paul van Schaik,
Sushant Shrestha

Tomo Analytica
Sushant Shrestha,
Paul van Schaik

Sarah Jane Chimbwandira: Cenv MCIEEM
Director, Surrey Nature Partnership

C.ap

Gail Hochachka: MA, PhD (Cand.).
Co Founder Integral Without Borders
Paul Krause: BSc PhD FIMA Cmath
Professor in Complex Systems, Director of Research Surrey University
Sushant Shrestha: Principle researcher and Founder Tomo Analytica;
Director Integral Without Borders
Robin Lincoln Wood: PhD
Founder ThriveAbility Foundation & Project Synergise

Organisations/Network
integralMENTORS
Fellows

Founders

Paul van Schaik

Barbara van Schaik

Founder IntegralMENTORS
Founder integralMENTORS
Co-Founder/Director Integral Principal Associate
Without Borders
iSchaik Development Associates
Founder/Principal Associate
iSchaik Development
Associates

integralMENTORS – Walking in the World Not Talking
of the World
Because of the nature of an Integral approach we don’t
as a starting point concentrate on any one issue or
action - so no concentration on leadership or best
practices or interiors or evolution or sustainability etc.,
but to approach a contextual understanding of a
number of different perspectives. This will in time
probably include many of those listed above. Unless the
process is generative, morphogenetic and probably
snippable it tends just to repeat or overlay both ‘good
and bad’ processes from other contexts. Each one of
these issues has a different meaning dependent on the
mindset/Kosmic Address from which it is seen.

www.integralmentors.org

Hon. Fellows

paulvanschaik.wixsite.com/integralmentors

Organisations/Network
Integral Without Borders
We envision greater integration and depth in development praxis around the word.
To support that vision, our purpose is to dynamically hold a discourse on integral practice in international
development through global events, field learning, and online discussions and courses. Our community is
made up of practitioners of development cooperation who see the needs for a meaningful inclusion of
interiority in development, who are curious about what quality of transdisciplinary engagement is needed
to meet complex issues, and who are open to post-conventional perspectives and methods.
We provide support for the advance of an integral approach in global development, assisting
practitioners and organizations with resources, mentoring, consulting, training and networking
opportunities.

Gail Hochachka
Co Founder
Director

Ken Wilber
Special Advisor

Paul van Schaik
Co Founder
Director

Sushant Shrestha
Board Member
Director

Lisa Gibson
Board Member
Director

Marilyn Hamilton Jordan Luftig
Board Member Board Member
Non Ex. Director Non Ex. Director

Danielle Huffaker
Field based
Team

What we do
Connect. We ignite and sustain a community of practice where lone practitioners can find a community and a discourse
that truly ‘meets’ and receives them, and with whom they can be both supported and challenged to develop and hone
their praxis. We do this through holding events and running tele-courses.
Resource. We provide resources to support practitioners and organizations working at the innovative edge of
international development practice; to provide AQAL training manuals, tools, articles, papers, and videos that can
support their further enactment of integral practice. We do this through research, writing, and compiling resources.
Consult. We consult and mentor practitioners and organizations who are seeking an integrative way forward in their
work in global development, or who are keen to evolve their praxis to its next stage. We do this through consulting and
mentoring, and public speaking.

www.integralwithoutborders.org

Organisations/Network
Burning2Learn
Motivating tomorrow's adults today by developing the talent within
We believe that education should be about
equipping young people with the skills they
need for life beyond the walls of school,
college and university.
Burning2Learn runs education programmes
at business, education and entertainment
events that are geared towards raising selfesteem and confidence. Our programmes
are for students of all ages/academic levels,
and are tailored to the needs of the
individual. By identifying talents and
developing life skills our programmes also
build resilience and motivate
young people to take a more active role in
determining their own futures.
We encourage our students to think deeper,
to ask more questions and to put forward
their own responses to key issues in the 21st
century. In doing so, we aim to better prepare
young people for life in modern Britain.
www.burning2learn.co.uk

Organisations/Network
Cultivation.ap
Cultivation.ap
Working with people and communities –
adding to programs and projects impact.
Cultivating and curating inputs to enable
scaling-out engagement to ensure lasting
impacts.
Motivating communities by developing the
talents within.
Listening to communities.
Acting on their vision and building trust.
Find the cultural leaders and jointly evaluate
community visions. Cultivating meaningful
Disruption
Facilitate their actions to achieve their vision,
help formulate the first steps and beyond the timeline of change.
Working with people where they are - and not
imposing third party values or mindsets.
A key part - all activities are carried out with a
strong and open evaluation process.
Alan Dean Founder/Managing Director

Paul van Schaik BSc.Arch(Hons), RIBA Rtd

Burning2Learn UK Ltd

Founder/Executive Director integralMENTORS;
Co Founder Integral Without Borders;
Senior International Development Advisor –
Tomo Analytica;

integralmentors.org

paulvanschaik.wixsite.com/integralmentors

Integral UrbanHub

Visions &
WorldViews 2
Mindsets
Urban Habitats
Thriveable Cities

Urban Hub

A series of graphics from integralMENTORS integral
UrbanHub work on IMP and Thriveable Cities

This work shows the graphics from a dynamic deck
that accompany a presentation on Visions &
WorldViews and Thriveable Cities. The history of the
co-evolution of cities, evolving WorldViews, Visions &
Mindsets in urban Habitats and technology is
presented in an integral framework.
Integral theory is simply explained as it relates to these
themes see UH 2 & UH 3 for more detail.
This volume is part of an ongoing series of guides to
integrally inform practitioners.

